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Biologicalgenenetworksappeartobedynamicallyrobusttomutation,stochasticity,andchangesin
the environment and also appear to be sparsely connected. Studies with computational models,
however, have suggested that denser gene networks evolve to be more dynamically robust than
sparser networks. We resolve this discrepancy by showing that misassumptions about how to
measure robustness in artiﬁcial networks have inadvertently discounted the costs of network
complexity. We show that when the costs of complexity are taken into account, that robustness
implies a parsimonious network structure that is sparsely connected and not unnecessarily
complex; and that selection will favor sparse networks when network topology is free to evolve.
Because a robust system of heredity is necessary for the adaptive evolution of complex phenotypes,
the maintenance of frugal network complexity is likely a crucial design constraint that underlies
biological organization.
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Introduction
The synthesis of genetics, development, and evolution
remains a signiﬁcant challenge for theoretical and empirical
research. In response to this challenge, researchers (Wagner,
1996; Salazar-Ciudad et al, 2000; Siegal and Bergman, 2002;
Bergman and Siegal, 2003; Sole ´ et al, 2003; Masel, 2004;
Azevedo et al, 2006; Huerta-Sanchez and Durret, 2006;
Oikonomou and Cluzel, 2006; Siegal et al, 2006; Ciliberti
et al, 2007a,b; MacCarthy and Bergman, 2007a,b; Martin and
Wagner, 2008) have begun to fuse systems biology, network
theory, and evolutionary theory in a new research program of
evolutionary systems biology. Applying a genetic algorithm
(Holland, 1992) to evolve populations of individuals that are
dynamically modeled as transcriptional regulatory networks,
researchers have investigated issues such as the evolution of
robustness and evolvability (Wagner, 1996; Salazar-Ciudad
et al, 2000; Siegal and Bergman, 2002; Bergman and Siegal,
2003; Sole ´ et al, 2003; Azevedo et al, 2006; Huerta-Sanchez
and Durret, 2006; Ciliberti et al, 2007a,b; MacCarthy and
Bergman, 2007a; Martin and Wagner, 2008), the mechanisms
of genetic assimilation (Masel, 2004), the maintenance of sex
(Azevedo et al, 2006; MacCarthy and Bergman, 2007a), the
role of network topology (Oikonomou and Cluzel, 2006; Siegal
et al, 2006), and gene duplication and subfunctionalization
(MacCarthy and Bergman, 2007b).
Early computational studies evolving artiﬁcial gene regula-
tory networks have previously determined (Wagner, 1996;
Siegal and Bergman, 2002) that more densely connected
networks evolve to be more robust to perturbation than
sparsernetworksunderstabilizing selection. Understabilizing
selection, robustness is selected for implicitly by the ﬁtness
function because stabilizing selection will select against
deviations from the phenotypic optimal. Consequently, this
willfavorgenesandgenotypesthattendtoexpresstheoptimal
phenotype given factors such as environmental noise and
mutation. In most natural populations, stabilizing selection
operates most of the time. Because natural selection should
favor more robust networks, studies are now customarily
reported using more densely connected networks (Wagner,
1996; Siegal and Bergman, 2002; Bergman and Siegal, 2003;
Masel, 2004; Azevedo et al, 2006; Ciliberti et al, 2007a,b;
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However, real gene networks including Escherichia coli, yeast,
Arabidopsis, Drosophila, and sea urchin appear to be robust,
but are all sparsely connected (see Table I); furthermore,
despite the differences in phylogeny, phenotypic complexity,
life history, and number of genes all surprisingly show a mean
of K¼1.5–2 transcriptional regulators per gene.
This discrepancy between our theoretical understanding
and empirical data needs to be resolved because we may be
overlookingsomethingimportant.Moreover,becausenetwork
connectivity appears to play an important role in the network
dynamics of these models, and because theoretical results are
typically reported with dense networks (K42), these results
may be inapplicable, uninformative, or misleading. Indeed,
results from these studies often show that the positive results
trend less favorably with decreased connectivity (Wagner,
1996; Siegal and Bergman, 2002; Azevedo et al, 2006;
MacCarthy and Bergman, 2007a; Martin and Wagner, 2008),
andwheredatawerereportedforsparsenetworks(Ko2.5)the
theoretical conclusions were shown not to hold (Siegal and
Bergman, 2002; Azevedo et al, 2006). This suggests that dense
networkconnectivity maybe a critical assumption for manyof
these studies.
Previous studies investigating the evolution of robustness
(Wagner, 1996; Siegal and Bergman, 2002; Bergman and
Siegal, 2003; Azevedo et al, 2006) measured genetic robust-
ness by the expected effects from a single perturbation applied
to a random network interaction. Because perturbations
can cause the phenotype to deviate, this method effectively
estimates the expected cost of a perturbation per interaction
(CPPI). However,bymeasuring genetic robustness inthisway,
the addition of a frivolous interaction would seemingly
increase robustness whenever its average cost of perturbation
(CP) was less than the CPPI. Using this procedure, spurious
complexity is awarded credit for increasing genetic robustness
simply because it reduces CPPI. Rather, if anything, spurious
complexity should tend to decrease robustness because it
introduces an additional target for perturbations and poten-
tially a new channel for perturbations to propagate when
acting on other interactions.
To measure network robustness more appropriately, it is
necessary to critically evaluate how complexity affects the
network (see Supplementary information for details and
derivation). Brieﬂy, in order for an interaction to increase
robustness when added to a network, the interaction must
actuallydecreasetheCPincurredbyotherinteractions.Simply
diluting the CPPI by spreading a larger total cost over a greater
number of interactions does not make a network more robust.
Furthermore, when an interaction is added to a network, the
costs of the additional interaction must be accounted for as the
network is now exposed to a new degree of freedom for
perturbationscanact.Thus,thebeneﬁtsofaninteractionmust
exceed its costs to be favored by selection. Failing to account
for the costs of complexity, sparser networks will be penalized
for efﬁciency.
This suggests that genetic robustness must be measured in a
waythattakesintoaccountthecostsofcomplexity.Onewayto
account for the costs of complexity is to sum the mean CP for
each interaction, to arrive at the gross CP (GCP) for a network.
In this way, although the addition of spurious interactions
may decrease the CPPI, robustness would still decrease as
measured by an increase in GCP.
Results and discussion
To see how the CPPI and the GCP (see Materials and methods)
are affected by connectivity density, we ﬁrst specify rates by
Table I Biological networks are sparsely connected
Organism Interactions Genes cK Secondary source Primary source
Drosophila melanogaster 29 14 0.148 2.07 ii i
D. melanogaster 45 25 0.072 1.8 iii ii
Sea urchin 82 44 0.0065 1.86 iii iv
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 1052 678 0.0023 1.55 iii v
S. cerevisiae 3969 2341 0.0007 1.7 iii vi
S. cerevisiae 106 56 0.0338 1.9 vii viii
Escherichia coli
a 578 423 0.0032 1.37 iii ix
Arabidopsis thaliana
b 18625 6760 0.0004 2.75 —x
aN denotes operons, not genes.
bThis result was derived (statistically) by partial correlation analysis on microarrays and we suspect that this method is not precise. A pilot study with just 2000 genes
found a network with N¼820 and n¼828, which gives c¼0.00123 and KB1.0. However, this is likely much too sparse. Moreover, although this sample should be
representative for larger N, and thus K should be the same for large N, their partial correlation analysis shows a K¼2.75. This method seems to give a large number of
false negatives for smaller N, and according to our analysis, a large number of false positives for the larger networks. Nevertheless, avalue for Kwhere 1pKp2.75 will
still result is a network that is quite sparse.
The number of network interactions for a subset of an organism’s genes, which were reported in various studies and databases, is shown. Interactions: the number of
interactions n reported for the N genes; genes: the number of genes N that had reported interactions; column c: the connectivity density (c¼n/N
2); column K: the
average number of transcriptional regulators per gene (K¼cN); secondary source: the source that reported the values; primary source: where the secondary source
derived the values from. References for secondary and primary sources are shown at the bottom of the table.
Sources:( i) Serov VN, Spirov AV, Samsonova MG (1998). Graphical interface to the genetic network database GeNet. Bioinfomatics 14: 546–547; (ii) GeNet (http://
www.bionet.nsc.ru/bgrs/thesis/17/index.html); (iii) Rosenfeld N and Alon U (2003). Response delays and the structure of transcription networks. J Mol Biol 329:
645–654; (iv) Davidson EH et al (2002). A genomic regulatory network for development. Science 295: 1669–1678; (v) Costanzo MC et al (2001). YPD
TM, PombePD
TM
and WormPD
TM: model organism volumes of the BioKnowledge
TM Library, an integrated resource for protein information. Nucleic Acids Res 29: 75–79; (vi) Lee TI et al
(2002). Transcriptional regulatory networks in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Science 298: 799–804; (vii) Kauffman S, Peterson C, Samuelsson B, Troein C (2003). Random
Boolean network models and the yeast transcriptional network. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 100: 14796–14799; (viii) http://web.wi.mit.edu/young/regulatory_network;
(ix) Shen-Orr SS, Milo R, Mangan S, Alon U (2002). Network motifs in the transcriptional regulation network of Escherichia coli. Nature Genetics 31: 64–68; (x)M aS ,
Gong Q, Bohnert HJ (2007). An Arabidopsis gene network based on the graphical Gaussian model. Genome Res 17: 1614–1625.
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and/or modiﬁed (d) by mutation, and then apply this to a
transcriptional gene regulatory model (see Materials and
methods; Supplementary information) based on previous
studies (Wagner, 1996; Siegal and Bergman, 2002;
Bergman and Siegal, 2003; Masel, 2004; Azevedo et al, 2006;
Huerta-Sanchez and Durret, 2006; Siegal et al, 2006; Ciliberti
et al, 2007a,b; MacCarthy and Bergman, 2007a,b; Martin and
Wagner, 2008). For a network of N nodes and n directed
interactions (see Supplementary Figure 1), the destruction
and creation of network interactions inﬂuence a network’s
connectivity density (c¼n/N
2; where K¼cN). In the absence
of selection, connectivity density (c) changes by:
c0¼m(a(1 c) fc)/N
2 (see Supplementary information);
where m is the network’s mutation rate. Solving c(tþ1)¼c(t),
gives the expected equilibrium density:
^ c ¼
a
a þ f
ð1Þ
By setting the rates at which network interactions are added
(a) or destroyed (f) by mutation, we can observe how the
CPPI and GCP change with connectivity density when
networks are initialized far from their equilibrium density.
Both sparse (c ˆ¼0.1; a¼0.008, f¼0.07) and dense (c ˆ¼0.9;
a¼0.07, f¼0.008) treatment networks of 100 replicate
populations were initialized far from equilibrium (c0¼0.5)
and were evolved under stabilizing selection for 30000
generations (see Materials and methods). Expressing the same
distribution of functions at c(0)¼0.5, dense treatment net-
works will be driven to c(t)-0.9, whereas the sparse
treatment will be driven to c(t)-0.1 (see Supplementary
Figure 2). According to our analysis, we expect the CPPI to
steadily increase as c(t)-0.1, and decrease as c(t)-0.9, but
that sparser networks will be more robust at any time (t)a s
measured by GCP. Fitness was scored according to an
individual’s phenotypic similarity to the population’s founder
individual; the population’s ancestor whose genotype was
randomly generated for each treatment and which seeded the
rest of the founder population. All results were reported by
samplingasingle individualexpressingtheoptimalphenotype
from each replicate population. Using parameters commonly
usedin previousstudies,forall experiments N¼10, m¼0.1,and
s¼1 is the strength of selection, unless stated otherwise.
As expected, CPPI increases (Figure 1), whereas the GCP
systematically decreases (Figure 2) with decreasing connec-
tivity density (c(t)-0.1). Conversely, as networks evolve
denser connectivity (c(t)-0.9) CPPI systematically decreases
(Figure 1), but nevertheless, the GCP is always higher
(Figure 2) compared to the sparse treatment at the same time
(t). With a smaller GCP, the sparse treatment networks simply
make more efﬁcient use of network interactions to fulﬁll the
samefunction.Thisindicatesthatsparsenetworksareactually
morerobustifthecostsofcomplexityareaccountedfor.Iftrue,
then evolution should seek to optimize the costs and beneﬁts
of complexity with a parsimonious network structure, a
network topology that is sparsely connected and not unne-
cessarilycomplex,byseekinganoptimaltopologicalensemble
of interactions that best meets the network’s functional
requirements under its normal range of operating conditions.
Because selection was not permitted to evolve the network
‘topology’ (connectivity) in previous studies—only the inter-
action strengths—it was never demonstrated that selection
would actually favor denser networks. To test whether sparse
networks will be favored by selection, we initialized replicate
populations at equilibrium connectivity density by specifying
appropriate values for a and f, and then evolved populations
under stabilizing selection. If sparser networks evolve greater
robustness under stabilizing selection, then we expect net-
works to evolve connectivity density below their equilibrium
value, as determined by: c(t)oc(0).
Three treatments of 100 replicate populations were
classiﬁed as high (c ˆ¼0.6; a¼0.105, f¼0.07), intermediate
(c ˆ¼0.5; a¼0.07, f¼0.07), or low (c ˆ¼0.4; a¼0.07, f¼0.105)
equilibrium density, and networks were initialized to their
equilibrium values (c0¼c ˆ). As predicted, the evolutionary
response (Figure 3) shows that selection favors networks
below their equilibrium density (c(t)oc ˆ). Similar results were
also observed for asexual reproduction, and larger networks
when sparse and dense networks evolved under competition
(see Supplementary information), and we observed the same
qualitative result for multicellular implementations and
with the inclusion of developmental noise (not shown). Our
analysis(see Supplementary information) indicates that this is
a general result. In contrast to early studies (Wagner, 1996;
SiegalandBergman,2002;BergmanandSiegal,2003;Azevedo
etal,2006),ourresultsandanalysesshowthatselectionfavors
sparse networks, and that misassumptions about how to
measure robustness in previous studies had inadvertently
discounted the costs of complexity.
We have determined that selection favors the formation of
sparse and minimally complex networks and that robustness
Figure 1 Denser networks dilute the costs of perturbation over more
interactions. Vertical axis shows the average cost of a perturbation per
interaction (CPPI), where cost measures how much the phenotype deviates from
the optimal. Selecting for optimal gene expression patterns, networks were
initialized at c0¼0.5 and far-from-equilibrium (c ˆ¼c0±0.4) for sparse (c ˆ¼0.1;
a¼0.008, f¼0.07) and dense (c ˆ¼0.9; a¼0.07, f¼0.008) treatments. Plot
shows evolutionary response in CPPI as networks are driven to sparser (open
circles) and denser (closed circles) connectivity densities (also see Supplemen-
tary Figure 3). Data are reported as expectations and 95% conﬁdence intervals
for the mean of a single optimal individual sampled from each replicate
population.
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line with empirical data, which show that biological gene
networks are sparsely connected (Table I), having about KB2
transcriptional regulators per gene. These considerations
challenge the theoretical conclusions of previous studies,
which were reported using dense networks (K42), particu-
larly when positive results often trend less favorably with
decreasing K, and have been shown to break down for Kp2.5
(see Supplementary information). Using the ﬁxed topology
model, Azevedo et al (2006) reported that sex ensures its own
maintenance by selecting for a negative epistatic effect
(deleterious mutations will act multiplicatively). When
compounded deleterious mutations are concentrated in one
genotype, they will be purged according to the deterministic
mutation hypothesis (Kondrashov, 1988). Despite these
observations,selection fornegativeepistasiswasnot observed
for sparse networks (Kp2.5), whereas biological gene net-
works have an average of K¼1.5–2 transcriptional regulators
per gene (Table I). Other studies have concluded that
robustness could evolve under viability selection, rather
than stabilizing selection (Siegal and Bergman, 2002). These
results, however, were based on the analysis of dense
networks (KX4.0), whereas less connected networks
(K¼0.1444) evolved minimal robustness (see Supplementary
information, Supplementary Figure 6). A subsequent report
(BergmanandSiegal,2003)alsosuggestedthatarbitrarygenes
may buffer genetic variation and act as evolutionary capaci-
tors, thereby providing a general mechanism to cryptically
store hidden genetic variation. However, these results were
reported with cX0.75 and N¼10; values that are indicative of a
densely connected network; nevertheless, our analyses (see
Supplementary information) suggest that genes which buffer
genetic variation should be highly connected, although the
overall network should still be sparsely connected, and that a
hierarchical or scale-free distribution may help optimize the
costs of interactions.
Our analyses also result in several theoretical and practical
implications,whichmayprovideanalternativeperspectivefor
biological systems. The competing constraints on robustness
and complexity suggest that an optimal network, for a given
function, might be preordained to only a few (sparse)
canonical topologies (for example, see Supplementary infor-
mation);andwouldsuggestanewinterpretationforhomology
and developmental constraints. That is, if biological networks
are optimal, then robust functional networks may reside on
high adaptive peaks, divided from each other by large
topological distances that are impassible by neutral evolu-
tion—except perhaps by gene duplication.
Furthermore, the observation that few optimal topologies
are able to satisfy a given function would support the theory
(Noman and Hitoshi, 2005) that the topologies of real
biological networks can be reverse-engineered through evolu-
tionary simulations. Previous studies support this possibility.
Attempts by von Dassow et al (2000) to model the Drosophila
segment polarity network from empirical data failed until two
additional, previously unreported, interactions were included
in their analysis. Following the addition of these factors, the
network was determined to be highly robust, with the many
parameters demonstrating high degrees of variation. In some
instances, up to a ‘1000-fold’ variation was observed. Indeed,
when a random set of values were assigned to the 48
parameters that described the network interactions, the
Figure 3 Selection systematically favors networks below their equilibrium
density.Selectingforoptimalgeneexpressionpatterns,100replicatepopulations
wereinitializedwithnetworkconnectivitydensityalreadyatequilibrium(c0¼c ˆ)for
high (c0¼0.6; a¼0.105, f¼0.07), intermediate (c0¼0.5; a¼0.07, f¼0.07),
and/or low (c0¼0.6; a¼0.07, f¼0.105) treatments. Plot shows the average
evolved response in connectivity density under stabilizing selection as compared
to the expected equilibrium density in the absence of selection (thick dashed
line). High (open diamond), intermediate (open square), and low (open triangle)
systematically favor sparser-than-equilibrium networks (also see Supplementary
Figure4).Dataarereportedasexpectationsand95%conﬁdenceintervalsforthe
mean of a single optimal individual sampled from each replicate population.
Figure 2 Sparser networks evolve to be less costly. Vertical axis measures the
gross cost of perturbation (GCP) on a network as the mean cost of perturbation
perinteraction(CPPI)multipliedbythenumberofinteractionsinthenetwork.Plot
shows the evolutionary response in the GCP for the treatments from Figure 2
driven toward more sparse (open circles) or dense (closed circles) connectivity
densities (also see Supplementary Figure 3). For a network with N genes, the
maximum cost is N
2. Sparser networks maintain a lower GCP than dense
networks, even though the CPPI increases as networks become sparser. Data
are reported as expectations and 95% conﬁdence intervals for the mean of a
single optimal individual sampled from each replicate population.
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parameter sets produced the desired pattern; this lead to the
conclusion that the network’s topology, rather than the kinetic
and biochemical details, was primarily responsible for the
propertiesofrobustness.BecausetheDrosophilasegmentation
network is both robust and sparse it may be possible, given
sufﬁcient computational resources, to reverse engineer this
network structure with evolutionary simulations.
As selection should favor parsimonious networks, this may
impose a fundamental design constraint that also drives the
evolution of epigenetic processes, systems, and strategies
to effectively maintain frugal network complexity despite
increases in genomic complexity. Consistent with this hypo-
thesis, it was recently proposed that RNA evolved as a
regulatory layer in higher organisms (Mattick, 2004) to
overcome apparent scaling limitations on complexity in
(protein-based)genenetworks.DNAmethylationalsoappears
to be a mechanism that offers a way to limit potential
connectivity of a gene to a subset of actual interaction
partners. In another study (Zilberman et al, 2007), experi-
ments showed that highly methylated genes become upregu-
lated when methylation is lost, whereas unmethylated regions
often contain highly expressed genes that are regulated by
speciﬁc transcription factors. Similarly, chromatin-remodeling
proteins (Polo and Almouzni, 2006), such as the Polycomb
group (PcG), are an important silencing mechanism that limits
transcriptional regulators from binding to promoter sequence
as mutations to members of PcG lead to homeotic transforma-
tions (Lewis, 1978). These results suggest that we need to be
careful about assuming additional interaction partners with-
out empirical evidence that shows a causal relationship.
More generally, however, these examples suggest that the
maintenance of frugal network complexity is a critical
design constraint and may be an important principle for
understanding biological organization and evolutionary
design decisions.
Materials and methods
Network model
AnindividualismodeledasaninteractionnetworkofNtranscriptional
regulators encoded by an N N matrix W (see Supplementary Figure
1), where wijAW describes the regulatory inﬂuence of gene j on gene i.
Interactions (wija0)AWare assigned random variables [XBN(0,1/3)]
fromadiscrete(roundedto:1E 3signiﬁcantdigits)truncated(XA[ 1,
þ1]) discontinuous (Xe0) normal distribution. An individual’s
state vector s(t)¼(s1(t),y,sN(t)) describes gene states at time t as
expressed, unregulated, or repressed: si(t)¼{þ1, 0,  1}. Given the
initial state vector {s0: s01¼þ1, s0(ia1)¼0} and setting s(0)¼s0, gene
states change by:
siðt þ 1Þ¼y
X N
j
wijsjðtÞ
 !
; yðxÞ¼
þ1 x40
 1 xo0
0 x ¼ 0
8
<
:
ð2Þ
Iterating (2), an individual’s phenotype is its steady-state vector
{s ˆ: s ˆ¼s(tþ1)¼s(t), to100}. If by s(100)as(99), then the genotype is
unviable.
Founder population
A population is seeded with a founder genotype whose phenotype is
designated as optimal: s ˆ
OPT. To produce a founder, random genotypes
are generated until one expresses a phenotype: {s ˆ
OPT: s ˆ
OPT¼s ˆ,0 es ˆ}. A
randomgenotypeisgeneratedbyrandomlyﬁllingazeroed-matrix(W)
withc0N
2non-zerovalues.Thefounderpopulationisthenseededwith
M 1 mutant clones of the founder (each mutated by randomly
selecting, then modifying, three non-zero values).
Fitness and selection
A Gaussian ﬁtness-function scores ﬁtness with:
fð^ sÞ¼e Dð^ s;^ sOPTÞ=Ns ð3Þ
Here D(s ˆ, s ˆ
OPT) is the hamming distance between the individual and
optimalphenotype.Anindividual’sﬁtnessgivesasurvivalprobability.
Reproduction and mutation
By randomly mating sampled pairs, survivors populate the next
generation with M offspring. Offspring inherit each row of its W
equiprobably from each parent. Offspring experience mutation at
the rate m: iterating each wijAW. A network interaction is added,
deleted, or modiﬁed with conditional probability: P(a|wij¼0)¼ma/N
2;
P(f|wija0)¼mf/N
2;P ( d|wija0)¼md/N
2, where f¼1 d.
Measuring the average CPPI
For a matrix W, the CPPI is measured as the expected deviation (scaled
to unity) of the phenotype when a single non-zero element in W is
randomly sampled and assigned a new non-zero value. The expected
deviation is estimated by randomly sampling the effects for 5000
independentperturbations.Similarly,theCPPIcanbecalculatedasthe
summation ofthe expected cost of each interaction (CP) averaged over
the number of interactions.
Measuring GCP
For a matrix W, the GCP is measured as the sum of the mean effects of
perturbation on each interaction (wija0)AW, or similarly GCP can be
measured as the CPPI multiplied by the number of interactions in the
network.
Supplementary information
Supplementary information is available at the Molecular Systems
Biology website (www.nature.com/msb).
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